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Abstract Three-dimensional Ultrasound image segmen-
tation methods are surveyed in this paper. The focus
of this report is to investigate applications of these
techniques and a review of the original ideas and con-
cepts. Although many two-dimensional image segmen-
tation in the literature have been considered as a three-
dimensional approach by mistake but we review them
as a three-dimensional technique. We select the stud-
ies that have addressed the problem of medical three-
dimensional Ultrasound image segmentation utilizing
their proposed techniques. The evaluation methods and
comparison between them are presented and tabulated
in terms of evaluation techniques, interactivity, and ro-
bustness.
Keywords 3D Ultrasound imaging · 3D Ultrasound
image segmentation · Medical image processing
1 Introduction
For many diseases such as cancers, physicians have to
see one region of the body with a specific issue to di-
agnose illness, estimate the current situation then can
properly decide which treatment is the best. The infor-
mation acquired from the body is also critical for the
surgeons to understand the exact position of the defect
and direct their instruments to that position accurately.
So, image processing methods can assist practitioners
to find the region of interest easier.
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Ultrasound (US) is one of the image modalities which
is designed for monitoring the soft tissues. Interpreta-
tion of US images is always a challenging task due to the
noise, shadows and artifacts in the images. In medicine,
it is always favorable to delineate one organ of the body
especially whose have a problem in order to better in-
vestigate its condition.
Image segmentation is absolutely essential preparatory
process in almost all image processing approaches. The
goal of this methods is to delineate the region of in-
terest (ROI)(foreground) from the image to use in an-
other post processing procedures accurately, automat-
ically and in real-time. Many techniques are presented
for image segmentation and working in this field still
is a hot topic. As a common classification, image seg-
mentation techniques can be considered as Threshold-
ing, Region Growing, Deformable Surfaces, Level Set
methods, Graph-based techniques and sate of the art
approaches [1].
Although, we can extract lots of information from 2D
images and its segmentation is significantly useful for
many applications but for medicine, understanding the
3D images is easier than 2D images. From 3D images
we can understand more details about the problem. For
capturing and interpretation of 3D image, huge amount
of storage memory, and processors are needed. 3D US
image capturing using 3D probes are expensive and also
impossible for big organs. Recent developments of com-
puter reconstruction algorithms able the researchers to
reconstruct 3D US images from 2D images and work
with 3D and also 4D images. Many studies have been
done on 3D image reconstruction and 2D US image seg-
mentation but its out of scope of this review.
In this paper, we focus on just the studies of Ultrasound
image segmentation in 3D domain and we have not in-
cluded 2D methods. Indeed, we used the way of catego-
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rization in [2] for 3D US image segmentation techniques
in terms of clinical applications. To our knowledge, this
is the first review in this shape and we tried to gather
all the papers in each cluster from the literature. We
also try to briefly explain principle concepts of image
segmentation in each clinical class.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow: In sec-
tion 2, methods are divided into medical applications
including, Prostate cancer, Breast Cancer and methods
are used for Needle, Kidney, Embryo and Fetus, Car-
diovascular and Carotid arteries, and other techniques.
Section 3 conclude the paper.
2 Clinical Applications as a Taxonomy
In this section, we have classified 3D Ultrasound image
segmentation methods with respect to their application
in Medical and Clinical purposes. Taxonomy is designed
by the number of paper topic repetitions in each area.
For papers which work on other specific parts of the
human body, we gathered them in miscellaneous cate-
gory.
2.1 Prostate Cancer
All over the world, the second most common cancer di-
agnosed and the sixth most common cause of cancer
death among men is prostate cancer [1], [2]. Early di-
agnosis of this cancer is vital and patients survival as
a result. Having a 3D simulated structure of prostate
and cancerous tissues would be helpful for physicians
to better selection of therapeutic modality and better
localization of problematic tissues and seed implanta-
tion which are used by surgeons in real-time planning.
Prostate brachytheraphy quality assessment cause costs
reduction and healing result increment [3]. Therefore,
accurate and reproducible human prostate segmenta-
tion from Ultrasound images is a crucial step of many
diagnosis and treatment procedures for prostate dis-
eases [4].
To segment the prostate boundary either automatically
or semi-automatically from 3D US images a number of
algorithms have been developed. This object still is a
challenging procedure because of the low contrast and
worse quality of prostate US images which user knowl-
edge is considered as initialization step for overcome to
this difficulties in many techniques.
Ghanei et al. [4] applied a 3D discrete deformable sur-
face for accurate outline of prostate by using bilinear
interpolation after acquiring the 2D ultrasound images.
The operator need to draw an inaccurate closed poly-
gons with four or five points for some of the slides
(about 40% - 70%). The proposed method, deforms
the user initial model by movement of its vertices with
defining two forces. The internal forces try to maintain
the smoothness of the model by minimizing the sur-
face curvature using least squares error estimation of
the Dupin indicatrix. The external Forces which are ex-
tracted from the image features tries to pull the model
toward the prostate boundaries. To initialize deformable
model method in ref [5] six control points are selected
by operator to estimate a posterior 3D prostate shape
as a triangles mesh. Then, the mesh deforms to localize
the prostate boundary by applying the forces that pro-
pels points on the mesh toward edges and using a simu-
lated surface tension for keeping the mesh smoothness.
Because of image-based forces affect points in short dis-
tances, editing process also is applied in the case that
some mesh points are far from the prostate boundaries
due to incorrect user initialization. Due to different user
initializations for the same subject in different runs of
the algorithm in [2] authors also studied and added
variability and accuracy evaluation of their previous re-
search final results [5] by calculating standard deviation
of the mesh distribution and average of meshes.
Wang et al. [6] reported using of two methods for 3D US
segmentation which in both 3D prostate data was sliced
into uniform parallel adjacent images and rotational
form around a common axis (approximately prostate
center). The second method is suitable for round ob-
jects, such as the prostate.
Discrete Dynamic Contour (DDC) is an extended ver-
sion of deformable model used in [7] and [6] to re-
fine the initial boundaries which instead of minimizing
the whole contour energy attempts to find the opti-
mum energy of contour vertices. Authors in [7] used
the Cardinal-spline as an interpolation function to find
initial boundary from vertices and in similar modality
[8] they adding a continuity constraint by using an au-
toregressive (AR) model for better approximation.
A fast version of segmentation method using AR model
and a continuity constraint was implemented by similar
research group in [9]. Ladak et al. [10] proposed a 3D
deformable model as a Volume-based method which is
represented by a closed mesh of triangles connected at
their vertices, similar to the straight lines in slice-based
methods. Again here weighted internal, external and
damping forces apply to user defined initialized mesh
to deform it toward the border of the Prostate cancer.
Limitation of deformable methods such as boundary
leaking due to low quality images, weak performance
of the method in complex geometry and complicated
implementation addressed by using level-set modalities
[11]. Authors in [12] defined a new energy formula-
tion for prostate shape visualization which is obtained
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Table 1 Prostate Cancer segmentation methods
Reference Year Modalities A/M Samples Acquisition Evaluation Methods Values
Ghanei
[4]
2001
3D deformable
model
M 10 TRUS 3D volumes Rc 0.89
Fan [11] 2002 Level-set Method M 8 TRUS 3D volumes - -
Hu [2][5] 2003
Deformable
Model
M
6 mechanical B-mode
transducer rotational
probe data
MD, MAD, MAXD,
PVD, AM, DAM, SD,
t-test
-0.20±0.28, 1.19±0.14,
7.01±1.04, 7.16±3.45%
, , , ,51.5%
Ding [7] 2003
Deformable Sliced
based models +
DDC + Cardinal-
Spline interpola-
tion
M
6 TRUS 3D volumes,
acquired by tilt scan-
ning mechanism
PAVD, 4.53%
Wang [6] 2003
ASM + Discrete
Dynamic contour
(DDC) (2 meth-
ods)
M
6 TRUS 3D volumes
in vivo using a tilt
motorized scanning
mechanism
PVD, PAVD -
Ding [8] 2004
Constrained De-
formable sliced-
based models
M
6 TRUS 3D volumes,
acquired by tilt scan-
ning mechanism
MD, SD -
Ladak
[10]
2003
3D Deformable
Model (3 algo-
rithms)
M
4 TRUS acquired 3D
images in vivo
PVD 5.01%
Tutar [3] 2006
Parametric De-
formable Models
+ Optimization
Algorithm
M 30 TRUS 3D volumes MAD, MAXD, OE
1.26±0.41, 4.06±1.25,
83.5±4.2%
Yang
[12]
2006
Active Shape and
Intensity priors
Models + Energy
Optimization
A
11 TRUS 3D rota-
tional reconstructed
volumes
CSR, ISR 0.82±0.05, 0.19±0.08
Zhan
[18]
2006
Statistical Shape
Model + SVM +
texture and Ga-
bor
A 6 TRUS 3D volumes
ASD(Average Dis-
tance), OE, PVD
(Volume Error)
1.12±0.15 (voxels),
4.16±0.54%, 2.22±1.19%
Hodge
[16][15]
2006
2D Active Shape
Model
M
36 volumetric images
using a 3D TRUS
imaging system
MD, MAD, MAXD,
PVD, PAVD
0.12±0.45, 1.09±0.49,
7.27±2.32, 0.22±4.58%,
3.28±3.16%
Ding [9] 2007
Constrained
sliced-based
autoregressive
model
M 9 TRUS 3D volumes
t-test, F-test, MAD,
SD, AM, DAM
-
Heimann
[19]
2011
Statistical Shape
Model (3 algo-
rithms)
A 35 TRUS 3D volumes
OE, ASD, RMSD,
MSD
-
Mahdavi
[25]
2011
Shape Model fit-
ting using 3D en-
hancement shape
modification
M -
PAVD, PVD, MAD,
MAXD, SEN
-
Yang
[21]
2011
Statistical texture
and Atlas-based
Model + KSVM
A 5 TRUS 3D volumes
DSC, OE, ASD,
RMSD, MSD
90.81±1.16%,
16.44±1.93%, 1.61±0.35,
1.72±0.47, 5.04±1.26
Akbari
[23]
2011
KSVM + Statisti-
cal Shape Model
A 5 TRUS 3D volumes DSC, SEN 90.7%, 4.9%
Akbari
[24]
2012
Statistical Shape
Model + texture
and intensity info.
+ 4 SVMs
A
40 TRUS image vol-
umes of 20 patients
DSC, SEN, FNR, OE,
VE
90.3±2.3%,
87.7±4.9%, , ,
Yang
[22]
2012
Longitudinal
Registering +
Statistical texture
Model+ KSVM
A 5 TRUS 3D volumes
DSC, ASD, RMSD,
MSD
88.1±1.44%, 1.18±0.31,
1.43±0.31, 3.89±0.7
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Qiu [13] 2013
Level-set Method
+ shape con-
straints
M
35 TRUS 3D volumes
using rotational scan-
ning system
SEN, DSC, PVD,
MAD, MAXD
93.0±1.6%, 93.1±2.0%,
2.6±1.9, 1.18±0.36
3.44±0.8
Nouranian
[26]
2013
Atlas based Sta-
tistical Model
+ STAPLE
algorithm
A 50 TRUS 3D volumes PVD, OE, DSC
-3.61±9.4%, 8.72±2.49%,
91.28±2.49%
Qui [14] 2015
Sliced-base Con-
vex Optimization
Algorithm
M
30 patient TRUS
3D volumes with
rotational scanning
biopsy system
DSC, SEN, MAD,
MAXD
93.4±2.2%, 92.6±2.8%,
1.12±0.4, 3.15±0.65
from a combination of shape and intensity prior knowl-
edge in a level set framework with a Bayesian inter-
face. They presented an automatic 3D US segmenta-
tion technique by minimization of this energy function
without special initialization. Qiu et al. [13] utilized
rotational slicing technique of 3D US data to 2D im-
ages for delineation of prostate regions and employed
level set method with shape constraint to reconstruct
the prostate shape. Level set function was used with
local-region-based energies to refine the weak regions
and edges of prostate boundaries. The similar research
group [14] introduced a new convex optimization-based
approach to obtain the prostate surface from a given
3D US image. They sliced 3D data to rotational images
and manually set initial prostate boundary and central
points on the coronal and transverse view. Then us-
ing this points optimization algorithm find the prostate
contour and propagate it to other slices for reconstruc-
tion of 3D structure.
Hodge et al. [15] used 2D Active Shape Models (ASM)
with rotation-based slicing of 3D US data and in [16]
they used an optimization technique for similar ASM
method to find the optimum 2D point distribution model
(PDM). Fan et al. [11] demonstrated the performance
of a fast level-set technique to solve the boundary leak-
ing problem.
Shen et al. [17] proposed a statistical shape model using
Gabor filter bank to characterize the prostate bound-
aries. They first found the statistical shape of the prostate
from manually outlined training samples and also from
testing sample which Gabor features are obtained in
this step, then using Hierarchical deformable technique
and training information, prostate shape is segmented
from the transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) data. The same
research group [18] gathered texture priors information
as well as statistical shape data in the training stage
and used that for training a Gabor Support Vector
Machine (GSVM). Prostate tissues voxels from non-
prostate once separated by Hierarchical deform model
using GSVM in the next stage.
Some authors used a modified and mixed statistical
shape methods to find the best results such as Heimann
et al. [19] introduced a method of Statistical shape
models with some specific appearance models (Gaus-
sian Gradient, Non-linear Gradient, local histogram) to
match prostate shape with image data. A novel combi-
nation of Statistical model-based automatic segmenta-
tion as an constraint optimization problem is designed
by Shao [20] which try to find the best shape and pose
parameters between training samples to discriminate
prostate tissue from background.
Recently, Prostate cancer tissues are diagnosed by TRUS-
guided biopsy as an standard method and having an
accurate biopsy technique still is a challenge and open
area for researchers. Yang et al [21], [22] proposed a 3D
segmentation of prostate TRUS using multi-atlas and
longitudinal image registration. As initialization and
learning step they registered and manually segmented
all the 3D US data, then matched intensity of newly
acquired images with the database images using his-
togram matching algorithm. Three orthogonal Gabor
filter banks as a texture feature extraction are applied
to database and new images. combination of the output
results are used in training stage of kernel support vec-
tor machines (KSVMs). So, new prostate images are de-
lineated by the trained KSVMs. In [23], [24] similar au-
tomatic segmentation technique performance is demon-
strated by adding a statistical shape model, intensity
profiles and texture information to a set of Wavelet-
based support vector machines (W-SVMs) along with
training samples. Authors use wavelets in 3 cross sec-
tion planes for texture extraction of the prostate regions
and also use a probability model for enhancement of
accuracy and robustness of the method. Prostate and
non-prostate tissues are classified around their bound-
aries in the next step.
In [3] a new optimization method is employed to fit the
best surface of the prostate to the underlying images
under shape constraints. Spherical harmonics of degree
eight used for modeling of the prostate shape as con-
straints and statistical analysis performed on the shape
parameters. Mahdavi et al. [25] presented a method us-
ing shape enhancement algorithms such as un-wrapping,
un-tapering and mid-gland ellipse fitting to find the ac-
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tual shape of prostate which has been changed due to
the presence of the TRUS probe with the help of perior
prostate shape knowledge.
Nouranian et al. [26] proposed a new automatic algo-
rithm using prostate 3D image atlases as priori knowl-
edge. Authors after registration and segmentation of
the atlases applied the Simultaneous Truth And Per-
formance Level Estimation (STAPLE) algorithm to find
the probabilistic estimate of the true segmentation in
each atlas data and then used outcome to find the best
shape matching for new target image. Fenster et al. [27]
described basic ideas and some well-known techniques
of 3D segmentation and visualization of the prostate,
needle and seeds to be used in 3D US-guided prostate
brachytherapy.
Some of 3D prostate segmentation methods summary is
tabulated in table 1. Key words of the table are: A: Au-
tomatic, M: Manual, MD, MAD and MAXD are Mean
Difference, Mean Absolute difference and Maximum dif-
ference between manual results and algorithm results in
millimeters respectively. The percent volume difference
(PVD)(in percentage or cm3) and the percent abso-
lute volume difference (PAVD) are calculated to assess
global performance of the methods. AM, DAM and SD
are average segmentation for each set of meshes which
are determined by specific number of algorithm repeti-
tions, difference between each individual mesh and av-
erage one and the standard deviation around the mesh
boundaries respectively. For finding significant differ-
ences in results t-test was used. OE: volumetric over-
lap error, ASD: average surface distance, RMSD: rms
value of surface distance and MSD: maximum surface
distance, DSC :percentage of dice similarity (overlap)
ratio (coefficient), SEN: percentage of sensitivity, FNR:
False negative rate, ER: Error ratio, VE: volume er-
ror, Rc is the relative amount of agreement (similarity
value), F-test: F statistics to compare the variance esti-
mations, CSR: Correct Segmentation Rate, ISR: Incor-
rect Segmentation Rate. Note that all comparisons are
done between the gold standard (manual results) and
algorithm results.
2.2 Breast Cancer
According to [28] the deadliest cancer among women
is Breast Cancer. Although, mammography is widely
used for finding breast cancer but Ultrasound imaging
is another useful, inexpensive, non-invasive, pervasive
modality and sometimes as a supplementary for mam-
mography to find the cancer tissues positions. Deter-
mining location of breast tumor, size and shape of it
from Ultrasound images is very important for physi-
cians to make an accurate diagnosis and treatment. So
Fig. 1 Three views of 3D prostate segmentation visualiza-
tion (shown in blue [23] and red [24]) and its comparison with
the manual gold standard (shown in gold)
precision of the segmentation algorithm is significantly
affects on tumor volume finding.
Chen et al. [29] designed a computer program for breast
cancer segmentation using the Discrete Dynamic Con-
tour Model (DDCM) and was attempted to find the
breast volume from initial contours curves, then 3D
VIEW 2000 results was used for comparison. Edge in-
formation, after applying image processing techniques
to 2D images such as blurring, thresholding, opening
and closing have been used to find initialized bound-
ary.
In [30] authors applied region-based image processing
techniques such as split-and-merge and seeded region
growing using a distortion-based homogeneity to find
homogeneous regions of the images as tumor segments.
To extract 3D shape model of breast cancer from 3D
US data, Chang et al. [31] used 3D Snake Models (Ac-
tive Contour Models). They first applied anisotropic
filter and thresholding method to find initial shape of
the cancer region. They applied 3D snake procedure as
delineation method in the next step. In [32] they have
done similar research but after 3D data acquisition pro-
cess, initialized 3D shape model is found as binary im-
ages, calculated by thresholding, closing and opening
techniques. Kuo et al. [33] utilized radial gradient in-
dex (RGI) which is a seeded segmentation algorithm to
find initial contour of the breast cancer and then pro-
posed an active contour based delineation method. Liu
et al. [34] first used anisotropic diffusion filter to re-
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move noises and enhance image contrast, then a math-
ematical morphology process was executed to find ini-
tialization borders for each 2D slides. For segmentation
of each 2D ultrasound image individually, they applied
the level-set method and put together the resulting con-
tours to form a 3D representation of the tumor bound-
ary.
In [35] a general back propagation learning multi-layered
perceptron (MLP) neural network and some of image
enhancement techniques such as sigmoid filters, local
variance enhancement filters and stick algorithm dif-
fusion were utilized for tumor shape finding from im-
age background. In this method for a sequence of 2D
slices, each slice is consider as a reference image for
the next one by extracting five image features. Gu et
al. [36] proposed a new method using Sobel operator
and watershed transform to find edge information from
gradient magnitude images. They applied a morpho-
logical image enhancement to reduce noises and region
classification before and after the segmentation process
respectively. Hopp et al. [37] utilized a new method
for (semi-)automatic segmentation of Ultrasound Com-
puter Tomography (USCT) breast cancer using slice-
wise Canny edge detection algorithm and 3D surface
fitting for smoothing enhancement.
Statistical algorithm such as EM-MPM (Expectation
Maximization with Maximization of Posterior Marginals)
have been adopted for segmentation in [38] and [39].
Yang et al. compared two segmentation methods (EM-
MPM and K-means Clustering) in [38]. They also in
[40], [41] compared and analyzed the ability of two sim-
ilar techniques for 3D US breast cancer segmentation,
the Bayesian algorithm using EM-MPM which is a clas-
sifier for finding the best similar pixels probabilistic of
image and K-means clustering that segment image to
regions as k clusters. As a conclusion from their studies
they found that EM-MPM acts better than K-means
Clustering. In table 2. a brief review of the methods
is illustrated and table keys are: SR: Similarity Rate,
ER: Error rate, OR: Overlap Ratio, TP: True Positive,
FP: False Positive, FN: Negative Positive, PDA: Per-
cent Density Assessment, SE: Segmentation Error, JSI:
Jaccard Similarity Index, RMSE: Root Mean Square
Error. Note that all comparisons are made between
manual and proposed algorithms results.
2.3 Needle
In some clinical application and Therapeutic methods
for cancers like prostate brachytherapy, physicians have
to insert needles into the prostate tumors. The US beams
in almost all cases is approximately perpendicular to
the tumor especially when surgeon is dropping radioac-
tive seeds. Trajectory of needle tip is vital to reach to
the correct position in the tumor. So the needles must
be inserted along the right and accurate direction with
a pre-planned path and insertion stopping specification.
Using 2D B-scan Ultrasound for needle path finding is
very common but challenging because of the noise and
limitation of 2D transducer space visualization. Also, in
most cases the orientation of the prob and needle are
the same and finding the optimum route from 2D image
become harder and is highly dependent on the skill of
the physician. Therefore, 3D reconstruction of 2D im-
ages and segmentation of the needle position before and
after its injection would be more accurate and useful in
applications. Specially when there is a significant error
(over 5 mm) and the operator have to withdraw and
reinsert the needle. In this conditions, a 3D simulation
of the actual needle trajectory could be achieved by
a rapid re-planing, segmentation and updating the de-
sire needle position. Drawback is huge amount of data
for processing with speckle noises and shadowing which
opens an area of research for computer scientists.
Ding et al. [42], [43] proposed a method for needle seg-
mentation using 2D projection planes associates with
needle direction from 3D US data and an adaptive 1D
search technique which crops needle trajectory from
the 2D slices parallel, perpendicular to the needle. The
cropped volume is rendered with Gaussian transfer func-
tions to 3D volume. They also found [44] that the 3D
vector describing the needle direction lies along two
orthogonal planes to the projection direction and the
needle direction in the projected 2D image would be
reduced the task of 3D needle segmentation to two 2D
needle segmentations.
Needle as a remedial technique also is called brachyther-
apy. It is used for destroying prostate cancer cells which
is a process of inserting radiation seeds in the patient’s
prostate. So the radiation dose amount, exact place of
the seeds and place of the needle tip during the inser-
tion is critical. Ding et al. in [45] used similar projec-
tion method for 3D TRUS images in order to segment
brachytherapy needle and seeds from prostate tissue.
Zhou et al. [46] used the Hough Transform (HT) and
the 3D Randomized Hough Transform (3DRHT) which
are 2D line-detection techniques are applied to 3D seg-
mentation of needle in 3D US data space. They utilized
their method on finding needle position and orientation
of invasive ablation system for Uterine adenoma and
bleeding which are the two most common diseases in
woman. They also used a 3D Improved Hough Trans-
form (3DIHT) algorithm based on coarse-fine search
strategy and volume cropping in [47]. Using the Hough
Transform Approach for segmentation of needle in prostate
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Table 2 Breast Cancer segmentation methods
Reference Year Modalities Samples Acquisition
Evaluation
Methods
Values
Chang
[32]
2003
3D Active Contour Models +
thresholding, 3D morphology,
closing and opening techniques
8 3D US data
SR (Match
Rate)
95%
Chang
[31]
2003
3D Active Contour Models +
anisotropic filter and threshold-
ing techniques
4 3D US data from Mechanical
tilt transducer
- -
Kwak
[30]
2003 Region-based method
2 US volume data: real and arti-
ficial
ER 17%
Chen
[29]
2003 Deformable Model + DDCM
8 image sequencees of tumor vol-
umes
SR -
Liu [34] 2007
Level-set method + anisotropic
filter
1 freehand 3D US data - -
Huang
[35]
2008
MLP Neural Network + Image
Enhancement methods
94 (23 benign cases and 71 ma-
lignant cases) 3D US images
TP, FP, FN
23 benign:
45.4%, 27.0%,
54.6%, 71
malignant:
66.1%, 17.3%,
33.9%
Yang
[38]
2013 EM-MPM + K means Clustering
20 3D US of synthetic phantom
ultrasound tomography
PDA -
Kuo [33] 2013
Active Contour + radial gradient
index
98 3D breast ultrasound images OR -
Hopp
[37]
2014
Slice-wise edge detection + Sur-
face fitting
16 in-vivo 3D US datasets ac-
quired in the 3D USCT
Compared
with MRI im-
ages, RMSE
-
Gu [36] 2016
Edge-based method + Region
Classification
21 3D data from dual-sided auto-
mated breast ultrasound system
OR, PDA, SE,
JSI
85.7%, 86%,
8.1%, 74.5%
cancer biopsy was also investigated by Hartmann et al.
[48]. They first applied a thresholding filter to reduce
mistakes and classification algorithm attempts to find
the brightest and longest line in images as the needle
direction. Qui and Ding [49] proposed a new 3D Quick
Randomized Hough Transform (3DQRHT) by adding
coarse-fine search strategy to 3DRHT in order to ad-
dress real time problem of 3DHT and 3DRHT methods.
Authors in [50] demonstrated a new modality based on
parameterization of the shape of the needle (specially
curved needles) using Bzier curves and the generalized
Radon/Hough transform (GRT) for real-time detection
of curved needles in 3D and increased the speed of cal-
culations by using graphics processing unit (GPU). A
projection of a noise filtered 3D US image onto a 2D im-
age for segmenting curved needle was used in [51]. Wei
et al. [52] proposed a new methods of needle position
segmentation in Transperineal Prostate Brachythera-
phy. Their 3D TRUS-guided system scans two times.
Volume data before and after the needle insertion are
captured, then Grey-level change detection technique
finds the differences between the prior without needle
and acquired needle contained images.
Zhao et al. [53] presented a novel 3D modality called 3D
Phase-grouping which is a 3D version of Brian Burns
extraction technique [54] with the gradient orientation
and general intensity variations associated with that
straight line for segmenting straight line. For curved
needle segmentation, Adebar et al. [55] presented a new
approach in 3D US by applying external vibration to
the needle and detect its location by using Doppler vi-
bration position imaging. The similar research group
used combination of the B-mode US images and Doppler
image for vibration detection (for identifying the re-
gions of interest in the B-mode images) utilized in [56].
Table 3. is a brief review of the needle segmentation
methods and note that the results were compared with
gold-standard data.
2.4 Kidney
Segmentation of kidney is a challenging kinds of image
processing because kidneys are protected by the lower
ribs and in many cases surrounded by fatty tissues. In
addition, shadowing, noise and attenuation of US im-
ages are very common in this case. Because renal shapes
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Table 3 Needle segmentation methods
Reference Year Modalities
Samples Acquisi-
tion
Evaluation Methods Values
Ding [42] [44]
[43] [45]
2002,
2003,
2004,
2006
1D Search algorithm
+ 2D Image Projec-
tion, Volume Render-
ing and Cropping
Agar and Turkey
breast phantoms
3D US data
Effect of method parameter
variation on the results, posi-
tion and orientation accuracy
analysis
Wei [52] 2004
Grey-level change de-
tection
3D TRUS-guided
and robot-
assisted data
of the chicken
tissue and agar
phantoms
Robot accuracy and speed -
Zhou [46] 2007 3DHT and 3DRHD
3D US captured
from water phan-
tom
Accuracy of orientation de-
viation, position deviation,
speed
3DHT: 1.30 ◦, 1.76
mm, 3.05s, 3DRHD:
2.62 ◦, 2.39 mm, 0.10s
Qui [49] 2008 3DQRHT
Water phantoms
3D US images
Accuracy of orientation de-
viation, position deviation,
speed
<1 ◦, < 1 mm, < 1s
Sadeghi [50] 2008 Bezier curves + GRT
robot-assisted US
images on agar
phantom designed
Speed, mean of needle axis
and tip detection error
-
Zhou [47] 2008
3DIHT + coarse-fine
search strategy
3D US captured
from water phan-
tom
Accuracy of orientation de-
viation, position deviation,
speed
1.58 ◦, 1.92 mm, 1.76s
Aboofazeli
[51]
2009
Projection of 3D on
2D image
3D US images of
phantom from 3D
motorized curvi-
linear probe
Average accuracy of needle
tip location
< 2.8mm
Hartmann [48] 2009 3DHT + thresholding
14 in-vivo 3D US
images
Accuracy of angles between
manual and method,
mean of 2.1 ◦
Zhao [53] 2009 3D Phase-Grouping
3D US data from
rotational scan-
ning approach on
agar and water
phantoms
Angular deviation, Position
deviation, speed
-
Adebar [55] 2013
Doppler Ultrasound
and Vibration
3D US data of
liver ex-vivo and
PVC phantoms
from a Convex
mechanical 3D
transducer
Needle localization and seg-
mentation error
-
Greer [56] 2014
Doppler Ultrasound
and Vibration +
B-mode US
3D US data of
liver ex-vivo from
tracked linear 2D
US Probe
Accuracy of needle location
and its tip
0.38±0.27mm,
0.71±0.55mm
have a bean-shape structure and easy to find with hu-
man eyes, to overcome imaging problems, many modal-
ities used reference shapes, then classifiers are applied
to detect organ tissues from non-organ tissue.
In general, non-lesion parts of the Kidney could be use-
ful for survival and better life in body of patients with
cancerous situations. Therefore, surgeons need to know
about the localization of cancerous tissues as one of
the most important information during the operation.
Thus, segmentation of kidney from the 3D US images
in real-time operations is a vital task and significantly
improve the operation results.
Ahmad et al. [57] proposed two guided and unguided
methods for segmentation of Kidney 3D data which are
acquired with optical tracked freehand reconstruction
method. In unguided modality, for each 2D image, op-
erator have to specify points of tumor boundary, then
Discrete Dynamic Contour (DDC) approach detect the
kidney tumors. In guided method, 3D segmented tu-
mor is reconstructed by just one 2D slice after adding
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Table 4 Needle segmentation methods
Reference Year Modalities
Samples Acquisi-
tion
Evaluation Methods Values
Ahmad [57] 2006
Guided and Unguided
DDC
3D data of phan-
tom from Optical
tracking + Free-
hand 2D prob
Hausdorff distance
Prevost [58],
[59]
2012,
2014
Ellipsoid detec-
tor algorithm +
deformable model
CEUS 3D vol-
umes,
DSC median of 0.84
Prevost [62] 2012
TRST + Front Prop-
agation and Marching
algorithm
8 3D volume data - -
Prevost [61] 2013
Ellipsoid detection +
Deformable Model +
Random Forest Clas-
sifier
64 couples of
CEUS and US
volumes
DSC
median 0.81 in CEUS,
0.78 in US
Marsousi [65] 2014 ASM + Level-set 14 3D US volumes DSC, t-test
0.6552±0.0595,
0.000032
Noll [60] 2014
Marching algorithm
+ Level-set Method
56 3D US data
from 8 patients
- -
Cerrolaza [63] 2014
3D GAM + ASM +
weighted static shape
model
14 3D US pedi-
atric right kidneys
images
DSC, PSD, RVD
0.85±0.03, 4.07±1.11
mm, 0.12±0.08
Cerrolaza [64] 2015
3D GAM + ASM +
positive delta detec-
tor
13 3D US data DSC, SPSD
0.75±0.08, 0.98±0.27
mm
Marsousi [66] 2015
Affine registration +
SANN + level-set
36 3D US images DSC, ACC, MD
0.51±0.17,
94.01±1.93,
3.84±2.12
Ardon [67] 2015
Deformable model +
SVM + editing stage
480 3D images
(360 for testing,
120 for learning)
DSC median 0.91
the kidney cancer shape information which is usually
spherical, egg-shaped and have symmetry.
In Contrast Enhanced Ultrasound (CEUS) imaging modal-
ity, Gas-filled micro-bubbles which have ability of high
reflect sound waves are injected to desired tissue to en-
hance US image contrast. Prevost et al. [58] and [59]
proposed a method that kidney center, size and orien-
tation was detected and segmented in real-time CEUS
by a novel automatic ellipsoid detector algorithm. Then
template deformable model technique was used for vi-
sualization of the kidney and after finding the contours
user can have a modification on it. Noll et al. [60] used
level-set method and fast marching algorithm to find
kidney position and visualization using its shape and
intensities as a prior knowledge.
In [61] combination of 3D CEUS and 3D US images are
used for decision forest and random forest classifiers
to make a map of probabilistic classes of kidney loca-
tion. These classes are applied to a joint methods that
attempt to segment a similar object in several images
and register them using ellipsoid detector technique and
template deformable model. Kidney lesions like cysts
and necrotic volumes are segmented by Prevost et al.
[62] designed for contrast-enhanced US (CEUS) imag-
ing. After applying a fast anisotropic filter to images,
fast radial symmetry transform (TRST) searches for
dark spherical shapes and maximum likelihood of pix-
els is considered as the lesion center. Then fast march-
ing algorithm and front propagation method obtain the
whole lesion region.
For segmentation of cancer from healthy and pathologi-
cal kidneys 3D data, Cerrolaza et al. [63] first utilized a
weighted statistical shape model as an enhancement of
3D US images respect to the propagation direction of
the sound waves, then a new active shape model (multi
scale Gabor-based Appearance texture Model (GAM))
applied to reduce speckle noises and detect the kidney
contours at different levels of resolution. The similar re-
search group [64] used a positive delta shape detector
and active contour-based formulation to determine the
position of fluid collecting system and its surrounded
fats in the kidney, then GAM is applied to completely
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Fig. 2 3D visualization of kidney lesions [62]
delineate renal tissues of the patient.
Marsousi et al. in [65] introduced a new automatic kid-
ney outline detection method using deformable model
and level-set propagation and applied it on Morison’s
pouch ultrasound images. Prior knowledge about var-
ious shapes of kidney as a probabilistic kidney shape
model (PKSM) is utilized for initialization of the de-
formable model. For elimination of manual initializa-
tion they also proposed an atlas-based 3D segmentation
method [66] using texture and shape information of the
kidney. An Spatially Aligned Neural Network (SANN)
classifier registers 3D US images with their ground-
truth data on reference volume in training stage. These
registered training volumes are used to generate the
atlas database. Then in the the next stage, a feature-
based rigid registration is used to fit input images on
atlas volumes and SANNs are applied to classify vox-
els into kidney and non-kidney candidates based on
texture information. Finally, the region-based level-set
method is used for segmentation of the kidney. A sim-
ilar approach for automatic boundary initialization us-
ing a database through support vector machine (SVM)
and model-based deformation is proposed by Ardon et
al.[67]. Kidney segmentation methods are illustrated in
4 and table keywords are: Dice’s Coefficient: DSC, PSD:
the Point-to-Surface Distance, RVD: Relative Volume
Difference, SPSD: Symmetric Point-to-Surface Distance,
ACC: Accuracy Measure, MD: Mean Distance.
2.5 Embryo and Fetus
Today, by development of medical imaging, it is possible
to monitor fetal growth and assess its development dur-
ing pregnancy. Use of three dimensional ultrasound (3D
US) is preferred over other tomographic modalities due
to its real-time representation, non-invasiveness and low
cost. Therefore, 2D and 3D medical ultrasound imaging
are the main techniques being used during pregnancy. It
is routinely used for well being assessment of the fetus
by measuring some characteristics such as cerebellum
volume, fetal biometric, the bi-parietal diameter, mor-
phology analysis or the crown-rump length. Although
3D US imaging is a perfect method for fetus analysis
but the image quality and the resolution of the images
is often low with noisy patterns so that the automatic
segmentation of fetal structures become a challenging
problem.
Anquez et al. [68] proposed a method using intensities
of the pixels associate with fetal, maternal tissues and
amniotic fluid which are represented with Rayleigh and
exponential distribution and applied these data as a
prior information to level-set deformable model to seg-
ment regions of interest. The similar research group [69]
introduced a complementary version of their previous
method by adding 2 more distributions. They consid-
ered segmentation as a classification which attempts to
find the optimal classes between the amniotic fluid area
and the embryonic tissues.
Based on aforementioned method, Dahdouh et al. [70]
and [71] applied a shape prior constraint which is coded
with Legendre moments as a level-set segmentation ap-
proach and tissue-specific parametric intensity distribu-
tion modeling to segment 3D fetal US images. In both
methods a database of fetus back shapes also applied to
outputs for better segmentation of the fetus from con-
nected structures such as the uterus wall.
In [72] a 3D Point Distribution Model (PDM) has been
used for representing the cerebellum which is automat-
ically adjusted to a 3D US volume using a genetic al-
gorithm (in [73] they used Nelder-Mean simplex al-
gorithm) for optimizing model fitting objective func-
tion. The same authors group in [74] have introduced
their automatic segmentation by using another objec-
tive functions which is intended to find minimum differ-
ences between PDM and the surface of the cerebellum
in an US volume. They also used prior knowledge of the
anatomy of the cerebellum which manually is obtained
by expert obstetricians in training stages.
A novel method for segmentation of the fetal brain
whole structure in 3D US images was built by Yaqub
et al. [75] and [76] as a classification problem. They used
Random Decision Forests (RDF) and fast-weighted RDF
classifier which is a new machine learning technique for
guiding segmentation process. In [77] a similar method
have been used for delineation of the myocardium. In
[78] the authors first registered the high frequency US
datasets with prior manual reference segmented train-
ing data from mouse embryo brain ventricle, then an
active shape model ASM with growing and shrinking
region method have been used to get the final result.
The same authors group in [79] introduced a new au-
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tomatic method (nested graph cut (NGC)) which can
segment multiple nested objects such as brain ventricles
(BVs), head, amniotic fluid and uterus precisely. They
also proposed in [80] a modality by extracting the skele-
ton of BV and decomposing it into five regions (fourth
ventricle, aqueduct, third ventricle and two lateral ven-
tricles) in order to characterized BVs shape variation.
Liu et al. [81] for segmentation and volume measure-
ment of fetal cerebellum on 3D US added an external
energy term to the active surface model (ASM) using di-
rectional phase symmetry of the image which increased
the method performance in terms of noise cancellation
and continuity of image features edges. Bello-Munoz
et al. [82] calculate the volume of fetal cerebral struc-
tures from 3D ultrasound used segmentation template-
based system. Qiu et al. [83] used a semi-automatic 3D
US data segmentation of cerebral ventricles in preterm
neonates for diagnosis of intra-ventricular hemorrhage
which an convex optimization algorithm attempts to
find the minimum length boundary and energy func-
tion of the region.
2.6 Cardiovascular and Carotid arteries
Human head blood is supplied by a major vessels named
Carotid from the heart and usually are subject to build-
up of plaque which may break loose and follow the
blood flow into the brain and cause stroke. Human
heart consists two main chambers with responsibility
for pumping the blood. Left ventricle is more stronger
than the right one and pump out the blood while the
right ventricle pump blood into the heart. Cardiovas-
cular diseases have become increasingly common and
working process of these ventricles are vital for whole
body performance.
Stroke often is a side-effect of Atherosclerosis and lead
to a huge amount of mortality in the developed coun-
tries [84]. One of the most common cause for occurrence
of stroke is the severity of atherosclerosis at the carotid
artery bifurcation. Poor function of heart sections is
also a heart attack cause in elders. To minimized the
diseases which are linked to carotid obstruction, hearth
performance and better diagnosis of them physicians
need to precisely measure the volume and visualize the
shape of them.
Despite the US imaging weaknesses such as noise, low
contrast, acoustic shadowing, a small field of view in
2D US, it plays an important role in the analysis of
afore-mention regions function and assessment since it
allows a real-time observation. Thus accurate segmenta-
tion of these regions from 3D US images could substan-
tially support clinical diagnosis and prevention of heart
disease and stroke. Gill et al. [85] and [86] proposed
a semi-automatic method for segmentation of carotid
artery lumen from freehand 3D US images by using a
deformable model. they used a balloon model (like [87])
for initialization and compared their method with man-
ually segmentation results. In [88] the same research
group applied an image-based force to further deform
the dynamic balloon model and obtain a better local-
ization of the vessel wall boundary.
Li et al. [89] introduced a new method with geomet-
rically deformable model (GDM) which is a developed
version of the active contour model with less initial pa-
rameters. In their automatic segmentation method the
user need to set up only two initial contours and four
parameters. The similar method with some seed user
initialization have designed by [90]. Lumen delineation
have been performed in [91] three manually-placed seed
points and using a graph search algorithm following a
level set method which is applied on contrast enhanced
3D US images.
Hossain et al. [92], [93], [94], [95] add a novel stopping
criterion and initialization stage to a distance regular-
ized level-set with internal and external energy for lu-
men semi-automatic segmentation in 3D US. User must
define some specific slides contours as initial step and
difference between Hausdorff distance (MHD) between
contours at successive iterations and a stopping bound-
ary is used as a stopping criterion. In [96], a graph
based method (Surface Graph Cuts) is used for delin-
eating carotid arteries lumen (especially estimation of
bifurcation point position) from free-hand 3D US slices.
Lumen centerline defined by user and is extracted and
tracked through a ellipse fitting in transversal 2D cross-
sections slice. Graph Cut method along with a limited
user initialization also have exploited for segmentation
of heart annulus in [97]. Chalopin et al. [98] demon-
strated the performance of a semi-automatic approach
for intra-operative segmentation of cerebral vascular
network from contrast enhanced 3D US data using a
model-based multi-scale analysis to estimate center po-
sition of cylinder model of tubular structures.
To segment the heart left ventricle (LV) and atrium
from 3D US volumes, Juang et al. [99] have proposed an
automatic segmentation graph-based method in cylin-
drical coordinate space. The radial symmetry of the
above-mentioned regions is utilized to find a central
axis for cylindrical 3D volumes. For similar purpose,
Santiago et al. [100] presented a new deformable model
based on Probabilistic Data Association Filter for re-
moving artifacts from surrounded organs. For having a
better image boundary features to use in LV segmen-
tation, authors in [101] have used Probabilistic Edge
Map (PEM) as a image boundary representation tech-
nique which is powerful enough to extract edge borders
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Table 5 Embryo and Fetus segmentation methods
Reference Year Modalities
Samples Acquisi-
tion
Evaluation Methods Values
Anquez [68] 2008
Optimum Deformable
model + Level-set + 2
Pdf Distribution
One 3D dataset Classification error rate -
Anquez [69]
Optimum
De-
formable
model
+
Level-
set +
4 Pdf
Dis-
tribu-
tions
One 3D dataset
Sensitivity analy-
sis with respect to
initialization and
parameters, Over-
lap measurement
-
from 3D US slices. They also have taken advantage of
a multi-atlas LV segmentation as a reference.
Keraudren et al. [102] proposed a new automatic method
for LV delineation using Random Forest classifiers (RF)
which is a machine learning modality that averages the
results of decision trees trained on random subsets of
the training dataset. Segmentation of the right ventri-
cle of the heart using model-based approach in real-time
is studied in details by [103]. Nillesen et al. [104] have
attempted to present a method which segment anatom-
ical structures in children with congenital heart dis-
ease without using prior knowledge on the shape of the
heart. They tack advantage of radio frequency (RF) sig-
nals correlation respect to myocardial and endocardial
tissue than moving blood regions in heart and used it as
a feature for distinguishing between blood and the heart
muscle surfaces. The same research group in [105] also
utilized maximum temporal cross-correlation values as
an additional external force in a deformable model ap-
proach. Matinfar and Zagrochev [106] proposed a tri-
angular shape deformable model segmentation of pe-
diatric aortic root 3D US images (with internal and
external energy forces). A combination of common 3D
US reconstruction methods from 2D slices and segmen-
tation of that images are presented in [84].
Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC), Mean absolute
distances (MAD), Maximum absolute distances (MAXD),
Standard Deviation (SD), Modified Hausdorff Distance
(MHD), Hausdorff Distance (HD)
2.7 Miscellaneous clinical purposes
In the past section, we reviewed segmentation approaches
in common medical application classes using 3D US im-
ages. Studies are not limited to the above-mentioned
medical applications and recently usage of 3D US im-
ages could be seen everywhere in science. For conclud-
ing our taxonomy in this section some other medical
3D US segmentation papers will be discussed.
Chalana et al. [112] introduce a method for delineation
of fluid-filled structures such as the bladder using opti-
mal path-finding algorithm to enable the measurement
of volumes of these organs. Ovarian follicle shapes as-
sessment is important for human fertilization and a
dominant follicle could be found to have ovulation power
by observation of its growth. Cigale and Zazula [113]
proposed a new method for ovarian segmenting from 3D
US data using continuous wavelet transform (CWT).
Authors in [114] utilized a probabilistic framework based
combination of entire ovary as a global feature and each
follicle context as a local feature information to detect
follicle candidates. Gasnier et al. [115] presented a new
segmentation approach by improving the quality of 3D
US images of tumor tissue vessels utilizing contrast en-
hanced technique.
In [116] authors have proposed a level set method based
on a ridge detector for 3D US segmentation of the Dis-
tal Femur. Because of the major effect of chest wall
shadowing on breast US images, Huisman et al. [117]
presented a breast tissue segmentation method from
3D US data using combination of a deformable vol-
ume model which is optimized by simplex optimiza-
tion method and Hessian rib shadow enhancement fil-
ter. Tan et al. [118] automatic method segmentation
used approximate cylinder model of chest wall and in-
tensity features classification to detect cancer tissues
candidates. Hacihaliloglu et al. [119] presented a Bone
Segmentation and Fracture Detection method with uti-
lizing signal local phase symmetry features and 3D Log-
Gabor filters which could discriminate bony from non-
bony structures in 3D US data. In [120], Hessian ma-
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Table 6 Embryo and Fetus segmentation methods
Reference Year Modalities A/M Samples Acquisition
Evaluation Meth-
ods
Values
Gill et al
[86], [85],
[88]
1999, 2000 deformable model M
freehand 3D US
image of a human
carotid bifurcation
- -
Zahalka
et al [90]
2001
geometrically
deformable model
(GDM)
A
3D US volume of a
stenosed vessel phan-
toms + two mechan-
ical scanned 3D vivo
samples
- -
Li et al.
[89]
2002
Geometrically De-
formable Model
(GDM) with
automatic merge
function
A simulated 3D images Volume Error Less than 1%
Krissian
et al.
[107]
2003
model-based
multi-scale detec-
tion
M
3D US of a procine
aorta
- -
Hold et
al. [108]
2007 region growing M
3D freehand ultra-
sound dataset of the
knee
SD of the esti-
mated center
smaller than 5%
Nillesen
et al.
[105],
[104]
2009
gradient-based
deformable +
maximum cross-
correlation values
and adaptive
mean squares
(AMS) filter val-
ues as external
forces
A
full volume images
(Philips, iE33) of four
healthy children
mismatch ratio
(Dice)
-
Schneider
et al. [97]
2010
Graph cuts and
deformable sur-
face
A
3D images of the mi-
tral valve
SD of mean nor-
malized distances
and RMS differ-
ence in millime-
tres
1.11±0.19, 1.81±0.78
Ukwatta
et al.
[109]
2011 Level-set method M
3D US images of 30
patients with carotid
stenosis of 60% or
more
DSC, MAD,
MAXD, Volume
differences
95.2% ± 1.6% and
94.3% ± 2.6%,
0.3 ± 0.1mm and
0.2 ± 0.1mm,
0.8 ± 0.4mm and
0.6 ± 0.3mm,
4.2% ± 3.1% and
3.4% ± 2.6%
Juang et
al. [99]
2011
Graph cuts and
the radial symme-
try transform
A
3D US intra-
operative patient
data
difference error
3.41±4.58 pixels or
2.39±3.21 mm
Yang et
al. [110]
2012
Active shape
models (ASMs)
M
68 3D US volume
data acquired from
the left and right
carotid arteries of
seventeen patients
DSC, MAD,
MAXD
93.6% ± 2.6% and
91.8% ± 3.5%,
0.28 ± 0.17mm
and 0.34 ± 0.19mm,
0.87 ± 0.37mm and
0.74 ± 0.49mm,
Wang et
al. [111]
2012
Region growing +
Marching cubes +
deformable model
M
40 slices of 2D image
from 3D US image
- -
Arias
Lorza et
al. [96]
2013 Surface graph-cut M
3D freehand US im-
ages on the neck
DSC
84% for healthy vol-
unteers and 66.7% pa-
tient data
Murad
Hossain
et al.
[92]
2013
Distance regular-
ized level set +
a novel initializa-
tion and stopping
criteria
M 3D US image DSC, MHD, HD -
Santiago
et al.
[100]
2013 deformable model M
3D US of Left Ventri-
cle
Average distance,
Average error
-
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Chalopin
et al. [98]
2012
Geometric defor-
mation model
M
intra-operative
contrast-enhanced
3D US angiographic
images of 3 patients
brain + phantom
Mean radius,
Mean cross-
section area,
-
Keraudren
et al.
[102]
2014
Autocontext Ran-
dom Forests
A
Images are used in
MICCAI 2014 Chal-
lenge
mean DSC 86.4%
Murad
Hossain
et al.
[93] [95]
2014
Level set method
+ edge and region
based energy
M
3D US of 5 subjects
with carotid stenosis
more than 50%
DSC, HD, MHD -
Matinfar
et al.
[106]
2014
model-based +
non-rigid registra-
tion
M
Image sequences of
pediatric 3D US data
- -
Oktay et
al. [101]
2015
Multi-atlas +
probabilistic edge
map (PEM)
registration
A
3D US images of
MICCAI 2014 CE-
TUS challenge
Mean distance,
HD, DSC
-
Cao et
al. [91]
2015
Graph search +
level-set + gradi-
ent concentration
calculations
M
35 3D contrast en-
hanced US images ac-
quired from 7 patients
correlation score
and coefficient
-
trix applied to a semi-automatic segmentation of large
bones in freehand 3D US images to enhance the bone
surface.
Supervised segmentation of infant hip dysplasia based
on optimized graph search have been proposed by [121]
which slice contours are specified by user as a curve
passing through points in the graph and for making sur-
face model are interpolated over the 3D volume. Com-
bination of 3D US and Computer Tomography (CT)
for delineation of eye ball and lens structure in radio-
therapy planning of retinoblastoma have been utilized
in [122] using 3D active contour based approach and
geometric deformable model with prior knowledge of
the eye anatomy. 3D Endobronchial ultrasound (EBUS)
data which have been reconstructed from 2D slices used
for segmentation of lung-cancer tissue using a graph-
search algorithm [123]. Lee et al. [124] demonstrated the
performance of a deformable model using a hybrid edge
and region information for liver cancer tumor segmenta-
tion from 3D US images. In their method four features
from segmented tumor is extracted and support vector
machine classifies these features as an supervised opti-
mization procedure to tumor and non-tumor regions.
Recently, researchers have discovered that Parkinson’s
Disease could be a consequence of degeneration of some
nerve cells in mid-brain and transcranial ultrasound
(TC US) imaging is a common way for visualization
of this region in human mind. Ahmadi et al. [125] de-
veloped a new 3D Mid-brain segmentation method from
TC US data using a statistical active polyhedron shape
model. The same research group [126] trained a new
implementation of Random Forests classifier (Hough
Forests) by a set of 3D US volume data and test it
as a automatic segmentation method for discrimina-
tion of mid-brain, prostate and heart tissues. In [127]
mid-brain structure have been segmented form 3D US
images by using fusion of experts manual segmented re-
sults in training stage of a random forest classifier. De-
lineation method for skin cancer from High frequency
3D US images was introduced in [128] which a level-set
algorithm used for discrimination between tumors and
tissues. The authors revealed that Parzen non-parametric
method could be estimate the log-likelihood of con-
tours according to the regions distribution. Linguraru et
al. [129] designed an semi-automatic texture-based 3D
US segmentation algorithm for discrimination between
surgery instruments, blood and tissue in real-time in-
tracardiac procedures. They applied expectation maxi-
mization algorithm to calculate statistical distribution
of each object classes to distinguish each region voxels
from neighborhoods, then applied watershed transform
to corrects the segmentation errors. Olivier et al. [130]
presented texture-based methods for skin segmentation
from 3D US data using a multi resolution scheme for
volumetric texture and an supervised binary classifier
with manual initialization.
3 Conclusion
In this paper, we gathered many methods of 3D Ul-
trasound image segmentation focusing on clinical ap-
plications. Although many approaches have been done
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for 3D image segmentation but this field is still active
and there is not an standard 3D segmentation method
in image processing for any purposes. Thus, for a new
problem, it is important to consider available methods
and choose the best suitable one which is capable to
solve that problem well. For this reason we list all the
3D methods in tables and one can compare then in
terms of interactivity, and powerfulness using different
evaluation methods.
Surveying the methods for 3D image segmentation shows
that the classical 2D techniques can also be powerful
and used for 3D cases. In the other hand, in the most
cases, the 3D US image segmentation methods are the
extended version of corresponding 2D methods. Thus,
new algorithms that works from the scratch in 3D or
also 4D domain can be considered as future works.
Like 2D US segmentation approaches that are depen-
dent on image resolution and contrast, 3D segmentation
techniques are linked to the quality of the 3D recon-
structed image from 2D slices and voxel resolution. Ac-
cordingly, 3D US image segmentation must be always
considered with image reconstruction algorithm. Here
we have just presented a review on general properties of
the techniques. We show their applications with focus
on clinical cases and details of each methods are left to
the reader.
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